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Our Team  
in Singapore



Singapore is a leading international  
trading & financial hub. As such, it serves 
as the Asian headquarters for, amongst 
others, many of the large European-based 
banks, pharmaceutical companies, trading  
houses and logistic service providers  
operating here and elsewhere within the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

From its two principal Asian offices  
currently located in Singapore and Shanghai,  
Luther regularly acts for, and provides  
cost-effective, practical advice to a  
multitude of diverse business entities 
who require sound legal guidance and  
professional support.

This support is further strengthened by 
the long-established business relation-
ships Luther has successfully developed 
over the years, both locally and with its 
regional partners throughout Asia, par-
ticularly in such developing markets as 
China, India, Malaysia, Indonesia and 
Thailand, and more recently, in Vietnam 
and Myanmar.

Our Office in Singapore

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
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Luther in Singapore

With a total head-count of about seventy personnel in  
Singapore alone, Luther LLP is by far the largest German-
based law firm in the Asia-Far East region. Its’ multi-lingual and 
dedicated team of qualified professionals are well-equipped to 
handle & solve the array of legal, commercial and tax-related 
issues many corporations and private investors alike can  
sometimes face when setting-up or otherwise doing business 
in this dynamic part of the world.

In this latter respect, Luther Corporate Services Pte Ltd (“LCS”),  
a Singapore-based subsidiary of Luther LLP, enables the 
firm additionally to offer a “one-stop shop” to cater for its  
clients’ strict regulatory and/or administrative corporate needs 
& responsibilities, whether it be ’ad hoc’ directorships & local 
filing requirements or accounting, payroll, tax compliance and 
fiscal-related duties.

Luther LLP
Luther Corporate Services Pte Ltd 

Main office
4 Battery Road
#25-01 Bank of China Building
Singapore 049908
Phone +65 6408 8000
Fax +65 6408 8001

German Centre Office
25 International Business Park
#02-78/79 German Centre
Singapore 609916
Phone +65 6408 8030
Fax +65 6408 8031

singapore@luther-lawfirm.com
singapore@luther-services.com
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Your Team

Dr Knut Unger
Lawyer, Partner
Luther LLP
4 Battery Road
#25-01 Bank of China Building
Singapur 049908
Phone +65 6408 8000
Fax +65 6408 8001
knut.unger@luther-lawfirm.com

Dr Knut Unger was born in 1970. He studied law at the German  

Universities of Jena and Freiburg, obtaining his PhD in the field of  

environmental liability law.

Between 1999 and 2000, Knut worked for the then-European Community’s  

FARE – Project. Based in Estonia, he helped support the development 

of certain Eastern European judicial systems following the collapse of 

the Soviet bloc some years earlier.

Knut has been a Registered Foreign Lawyer in Singapore since 2001, 

where he is currently a practising Partner at Luther LLP. He is also a 

member of many well-known professional organisations, such as the 

Inter-Pacific Bar Association and the International Bar Association.

Focus of Advice

Knut primarily advises on European investments in Southeast Asia, 

the drawing-up and negotiation of joint ventures, M&A and corporate 

group structures. He is fully familiar with the documentation required for 

complex international transactions and transnational tax configuration.

Externally, he also sits on a number of supervisory boards for several 

German and Austrian investment companies with interests throughout 

the region.

Clients

�� Comprehensive advice and legal support for the bank of a major 

German automotive supplier in Singapore
�� Comprehensive advice and support for a major German bank 

in Singapore and elsewhere in Southeast Asia in relation to 

transactions, banking, and compliance

Areas of practice

�� Corporate Law / M&A
�� Corporate Acquisitions
�� Private Equity
�� Banking & Finance

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
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Birgitta von Dresky
Lawyer, Partner
Luther LLP
4 Battery Road
#25-01 Bank of China Building
Singapur 049908
Phone +65 6408 8000
Fax +65 6408 8001
birgitta.von.dresky@luther-lawfirm.com

Birgitta von Dresky was born 1966 in Bonn and studied law at the  

university there with a focus on private international law. Subsequently, 

she worked for several years in Germany as an in-house lawyer for 

two well-known companies in the chemical/cosmetics industry, namely, 

Sasol and L’Oréal.

Since 2003, Birgitta has been based in Singapore, working in private 

practice as a lawyer for internationally operating, multidisciplinary  

German law firms, becoming a Partner of Luther LLP in 2008. Birgitta 

is a Registered Foreign Lawyer in Singapore since 2003.

Focus of Advice

Amongst other things, Birgitta mainly advises German and Swiss  

clients in relation to the proper structuring of their business, financial 

and fiscal affairs both in Singapore and regionally. Typically, this would 

include advice and guidance on M&A, Venture Capital, and Private 

Equity, the setting up of corporate structures for the region, corpo-

rate restructuring, as well as drafting and negotiating the relevant con-

tracts. Birgitta sits as a board member for a number of German and 

Swiss companies with interests in South East Asia. Birgitta is an active 

member of the Singaporean-German Chamber of Commerce and is  

Committee member of the Swiss Business Association in Singapore.

Clients

�� German venture capital companies regarding their investment in 

startup companies in Singapore and the region
�� German and Swiss SME‘s in regard to their business activities in 

Singapore and the region (e.g. acquisition of companies)
�� private equity investments

Areas of practice

�� Corporate Law / M&A
�� International Restructuring
�� Private Equity
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Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH

Dr Claus Trenner, LL.M. 
(NUS Singapore), Lawyer, Partner
Luther LLP
4 Battery Road
#25-01 Bank of China Building
Singapur 049908
Phone +65 6408 8000
Fax +65 6408 8001
claus.trenner@luther-lawfirm.com

Dr Claus Trenner was born in 1971. He was admitted to practice as a 

lawyer in Germany in 2000 and in England in 2002. He studied law at 

the Universities of Passau and Munich, wrote his PhD thesis on inter-

national procedural law under the tutelage of  Prof Dr Hausmann, and 

received his Master of Laws degree from the National University of 

Singapore in (2001).

After having worked in the project finance department of a German 

bank in Singapore and in the banking department of Clifford Chance in 

Frankfurt, Claus joined a German law firm in Singapore in 2003 before 

becoming a Partner in Luther’s Singapore office in 2008.

Focus of Advice

Claus covers the whole range of corporate and commercial legal activities  

in Asia. He focuses on M&A, the set-up of regional joint ventures and 

structuring cross-border transactions, including financing and security 

documentation, advising lenders as well as borrowers. He is a member 

of the Board of several European companies in Singapore, Malaysia 

and Indonesia.

Clients

�� A number of German banks in Singapore and Southeast Asia, 

including loan documentation and security structures
�� A host of medium-sized and large German firms and concerns 

with respect to their investments in Singapore and Southeast Asia

Areas of practice

�� Corporate Acquisitions
�� International Restructuring
�� Private Equity
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Dr Thomas Hufnagel
Lawyer, Partner
Luther LLP
4 Battery Road
#25-01 Bank of China Building
Singapur 049908
Phone +65 6408 8000
Fax +65 6408 8001
thomas.hufnagel@luther-lawfirm.com

Since August 2007 Thomas Hufnagel has been a partner with Luther, 

based at their Singapore office. Prior to joining Luther, Thomas spent 

11 years with the German chemical company BASF, holding various 

positions in Legal, Management Consulting, HR and as Assistant to 

the CEO. From 1999 to 2003 Thomas was based in Singapore as head 

of BASF’s regional legal department responsible for South and South 

East Asia as well as ANZ. 

After a bank apprenticeship, Thomas studied law and economics at 

the universities of Freiburg and Bonn and completed his practical legal 

training in Hamburg, Germany. Thomas obtained his Doctor of Laws 

from the University of Münster.

Focus of Advice

Thomas primarily advises European clients in South and South East 

Asia on their corporate and commercial activities. Besides focusing 

on M&A and the structuring of cross-border activities, he effectively 

performs the role of an in-house consultant for many clients, working 

in close cooperation with the clients’ management teams in Asia and 

Europe. He is also a director of some of his clients’ Singapore entities.

Thomas has been a Registered Foreign Lawyer in Singapore since 

2007.

Areas of practice

�� Commercial and Distribution Law
�� Corporate Law / M&A
�� International Restructuring
�� Corporate Acquisitions

Industry focus

�� Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology
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About Luther

The services of Luther LLP is complemented by the support 
given by its subsidiary Luther Corporate Services (“LCS”).  
LCS’ accountants and tax consultants offer all the services 
one would necessarily associate with  a “one-stop” concept, 
from outsourced administration to accounting,  payroll, tax  
compliance and related advice. Additionally, there is a  
dedicated team available to our clients which provides  
corporate secretarial services under the supervision of an  
experienced Singapore-qualified lawyer.

Collectively, Luther LLP and LCS have the professional  
competence and experience necessary to advise and assist 
clients comprehensively in all stages of a business life-cycle.

Our Corporate Services include

�� Establishment of a Singapore business vehicle
�� Corporate administration services
�� Provision of personnel to assume statutory positions
�� General services to ensure statutory compliance
�� Accounting & financial reporting
�� Bookkeeping
�� Management reports
�� Statutory accounting
�� Individual and corporate tax compliance
�� Human resources & payroll administration
�� Cash fund & payment administration
�� Dissolution / Deregistration

Additionally, since 2010, LCS has maintained a successful  
office in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and since 2013 in Gurgaon- 
Delhi, India and Yangon, Myanmar, where  the same broad 
range of services are available to clients with business  
interests in Malaysia, India and Myanmar.

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
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Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is one of the top 
addresses among German commercial law firms. From our 
ten German offices and six international offices, our lawyers 
and tax advisors advise their clients both in legal disputes and 
in organisational issues. We focus on providing efficient and far-
sighted advice which leads to the desired commercial results. 
This, together with the sensible allocation of time and personnel 
resources, provides the basis for our innovative advice. 

Areas of practice

�� Antitrust law
�� Banking and capital markets
�� Commercial and distribution law
�� Corporate law
�� Employment law
�� Energy law
�� Environment and planning law, regulatory
�� Family businesses - entrepreneurial families
�� International trade law
�� Insurance law
�� International arbitration
�� IP and copyright law
�� Litigation and mediation
�� Mergers & acquisitions
�� Public Private Partnership
�� Public procurement law
�� Real estate law
�� Restructuring and insolvency
�� Property transactions
�� Public subsidies/State aid law
�� Tax law
�� Technology, media and telecommunications
�� White collar crime & compliance

Luther provides legal and tax advice in all areas relevant to 
companies, investors and the public sector. Knowledge of the 
market in which our clients are active is a prerequisite for pro-
viding successful advice. That’s why our lawyers and tax advi-
sors, in addition to their specialised legal knowledge, also focus 
on advising clients from particular industries.

Our approach is interdisciplinary. Legal and tax issues are in 
our opinion often closely linked, and long-term commercial and 
financial implications should not be overlooked either. We bene-
fit from the close working relationship between our lawyers and 
our tax advisors as well as from years of experience working 
with business consultants, accountants and bankers. We are, of 
course, also able to provide advice to our clients in international 
matters. We have our own foreign offices, which are located 

at six important finance and investment centres in Europe and 
Asia. In addition, we have long-standing, close relationships 
with business law firms in all relevant jurisdictions around the 
world. In Continental Europe, Luther is part of a group of inde-
pendent law firms each of which is one of the leading law firms 
in its own country. These law firms have a strong track record in 
cross-border projects and are engaged in an ongoing exchange 
of information about new market trends and legal developments. 

Sector focus

�� Automotive and mobility
�� Chemicals
�� Energy and utilities, renewable energy
�� Financial services
�� Food, retail and consumer products
�� Health care and medical
�� Infrastructure, water and waste management
�� Insurance
�� Logistics
�� Mechanical and plant engineering and construction
�� Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
�� Public sector
�� Real estate
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Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
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Our locations

Brussels

Luxembourg Singapore

ShanghaiYangon

Our international offices  
in important European  
and Asian markets

Our offices in Germany

Berlin
Cologne
Dusseldorf
Essen
Frankfurt a. M.
Hamburg
Hanover
Leipzig
Munich
Stuttgart

London
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Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH and Luther LLP advises in all areas of business law. Our clients include medium-sized companies  
and large corporations, as well as the public sector. 

Luther Corporate Services assists clients with all administrative tasks regarding their current business.

Berlin, Brussels, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt a. M., Hamburg, Hanover, Leipzig, 
London, Luxembourg, Munich, Shanghai, Singapore, Stuttgart, Yangon

Luther Corporate Services: Delhi-Gurgaon, Kuala Lumpur, Shanghai, Singapore, Yangon

Your local contacts can be found on our websites www.luther-lawfirm.com and www.luther-services.com.
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